
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Self-Portrait 

1923 

oil on canvas 

With this self-portrait, Brooks envisioned her modernity as an artist and a person. The modulated 

shades of gray, stylized forms, and psychological gravity exemplify her deep commitment to 

aesthetic principles. The shaded, direct gaze conveys a commanding and confident presence, an 

attitude more typically associated with her male counterparts. The riding hat and coat and masculine 

tailoring recall conventions of aristocratic portraiture while also evoking a chic androgyny 

associated with the post–World War I “new woman.” Brooks’s fashion choices also enabled upper-

class lesbians to identify and acknowledge one another. 

 

 

Early Work 

Brooks’s early work established visual principles that informed her aesthetic throughout her career. 

Her carefully constructed, unified formalism features flattened surfaces and emphasizes lines, 

asymmetrical compositions, and restrained color. Her women either look directly at the viewer or 

deliberately turn away. Shaped by the Aesthetic movement she encountered in England and France, 

and particularly by fellow expatriate artist James McNeill Whistler, Brooks infused her work with 

emotional texture. She balanced stillness and fluidity to create an underlying energy within quiet 

scenes. Brooks’s first solo exhibition was held at the prestigious Durand-Ruel Gallery in Paris in 

1910. Reviewer Robert de Montesquiou acknowledged the psychological intensity of the paintings 

and the complexities of thought behind the artist’s highly refined aesthetics, calling Brooks a “thief 

of souls.” 

 

 

Dame en Deuil (Lady in Black) 

about 1910 

oil on canvas 

This unfinished painting resulted when a seamstress Brooks had hired unexpectedly arrived in full 

mourning attire. The juxtaposition of the sitter’s solemnity and Brooks’s rapidly applied brushwork 

over an acidic green foundation imparts a sense of introspection and reflection. When the woman 

later returned in her best outfit, Brooks abandoned the painting. 

 

 

The Charwoman 

1904 

oil on canvas 

Like many of Brooks’s early paintings, The Charwoman focuses on the woman’s feminine 

costume. The use of softly modulated grays and subtly layered paint contrasts with the linear angles 

and cramped placement of the figure near an open window. The heavy atmospheric mood tinged 

with melancholy suggests, but doesn’t reveal, this woman’s internal reverie. 
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Le Piano 

exhibited 1910 

oil on canvas 

In Le Piano, Brooks elevated the familiar Aesthetic movement theme of a woman listening to music 

by imbuing the elegant young woman with concentration and focus. Nearly engulfed in her 

voluminous clothes, the figure leans forward intently within a fashionable interior. Brooks drew 

particular attention to her face and expression. The careful harmonies of black, white, and gray 

suggest the music she hears. The heavy form of the piano and the large lacquered pot of azaleas 

compress the space in an intimate view of the sitter, who in her absorption ignores the viewer. 

  

 

Azalées Blanches (White Azaleas) 

1910 

oil on canvas 

Azalées Blanches was one of Brooks’s first paintings of the female nude and the earliest in which 

she presented an openly erotic figure. The female nude was a ubiquitous subject for Brooks’s male 

contemporaries, but in 1910 a female artist’s depiction of the theme was relatively unusual. 

Brooks’s inclusion of this frankly sexual work in her debut exhibition at Durand-Ruel Gallery in 

Paris was a provocative gesture. Referring to this moment in her unpublished memoir, Brooks 

wrote, “I grasped every occasion no matter how small, to assert my independence of views.” 

Audience members also recognized Brooks’s challenge; a reviewer compared it to Édouard Manet’s 

iconic modern nude Olympia (1863). 
 
 

La Jaquette Rouge (The Red Jacket) 

1910 

oil on canvas 

La Jaquette Rouge presents a female nude in a domestic setting. Although the figure is not overtly 

sexual, Brooks heightened the implicit eroticism of the scene through the red jacket, which draws 

attention to the young woman’s nudity. The quiet intimacy of the scene is enhanced by the shadowy 

atmosphere and the large screen that frames her body and shrinks the space between the model and 

viewer.  

 

 

Madame Errázuriz 

1908 and 1910      

oil on canvas 

Madame Errázuriz is an early example of what would become Brooks’s main artistic focus—

portraits of specific individuals. Eugenia Huici Arguedas de Errázuriz was an influential interior 

designer known for her reductivist aesthetic. Many of the hallmarks of Brooks’s later portraiture are 

evident in the combination of respect and humor tinged with satire. Madame Errázuriz appears 

nearly overwhelmed by her ostentatious outfit as she gazes confidently (and slightly arrogantly) at 

the viewer. 
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Le Trajet (The Crossing) 

about 1911 

oil on canvas 

Le Trajet, Brooks’s nude study of Ida Rubinstein, is a candid image of female sensuality charged by 

the women’s own relationship. Rubinstein’s pale, languid form floats, buoyed on a winglike shape 

in an inky void, creating a visionary, dreamlike space of eroticism and reverie. Symbolic 

associations between sex and death were common in European art of the time; the title suggests a 

meditation on transitions: from passion to relaxation, wakefulness to sleep, and life to death. 

 

 

Chasseresse (The Huntress) 

1920 

oil on canvas 

Brooks balanced the mythological and the sensual in this painting of a huntress. The crisp line and 

broad planes of the figure’s strong profile and stance against a rugged landscape convey her power 

and authority. The heavy fur cloak slipping from her shoulder and her partially nude form create 

undercurrents of suggestive playfulness, as does the placement of the goat. Although the model has 

not been firmly identified, the huntress might depict artist and writer Elizabeth Eyre de Lanux, one 

of Natalie Barney’s lovers during the 1920s. 
 

 

La Baronne Emile D’Erlanger  

about 1924 

oil on canvas 

Brooks probably met Marie Rose Antoinette Catherine Robert d’Aqueria de Rochegude in 

exclusive social circles in Paris and London, where the wealthy sitter was an arts patron who 

organized Brooks’s 1924 exhibition at London’s Alpine Club Gallery. Brooks paired the baroness 

with an uncaged ocelot, whose spotted coat and direct gaze echo the sitter’s own. The animal lends 

an air of exoticism, sensuality, and humor to this forthright portrait.  

 

 

La France Croisée 

1914 

oil on canvas 

In La France Croisée, Brooks voiced her opposition to World War I and raised money for the Red 

Cross and French relief organizations. Ida Rubinstein was the model for this heroic figure posed in 

a nurse’s uniform, with cross emblazoned against her dark cloak, against a windswept landscape  

outside the burning city of Ypres. This symbolic portrait of a valiant France was exhibited in 1915 

at the Bernheim Gallery in Paris, along with four accompanying sonnets written by Gabriele 

D’Annunzio. The gallery offered reproductions for sale as a benefit to the Red Cross. For her 

contributions to the war effort, the French government awarded Brooks the Cross of the Legion of 

Honor in 1920. This award is visible as the bright red spot on Brooks’s lapel in her 1923 Self-

Portrait. 
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Ida Rubinstein 

1917 

oil on canvas 

Brooks met Russian dancer and arts patron Ida Rubinstein in Paris after Rubinstein’s first 

performance as the title character in Gabriele D’Annunzio’s play The Martyrdom of St. Sebastian. 

Rubinstein was already well-known for her refined beauty and expressive gestures; she secured her 

reputation as a daring performer by starring as the male saint in this boundary-pushing show that 

combined religious history, androgyny, and erotic narrative. Brooks found her ideal—and her 

artistic inspiration—in the tall, lithe, sensuous Rubinstein, who modeled for many sketches, 

paintings, and photographs Brooks produced during their relationship, from 1911 to 1914. In her 

autobiographical manuscript, “No Pleasant Memories,” Brooks said the inspiration for this portrait 

came as the two women walked through the Bois de Boulogne on a cold winter morning. 

 

 

Affirming the Self 

As a lesbian living in Europe during successive periods of liberation and repression, Brooks 

grounded her social and creative life in communities of women whose wealth and elevated class 

afforded them opportunities to subvert or transgress social norms that limited their lives and senses 

of identity. Brooks belonged to a culturally and legally marginalized subculture. Her portraits 

shaped emerging ideas of lesbian identity, making herself and members of this group present, 

visible, and desirable. Like many modernists, Brooks undertook an exploration of the self 

throughout her work. For her as for most women of her era, this project meant reclaiming herself 

and her erotic life. As she declared in the epitaph she wrote herself: “Here remains Romaine, who 

Romaine remains.” 
 
 

Heroic Identities 

An important visual strategy for upper-class lesbians to identify themselves and each other was 

androgyny. For them and for Brooks and her sitters, gender ambiguity served as a disruptive tactic 

to assert issues of self-invention, personal identity, and sexual desire. The heroic female identities 

Brooks exhibited in France and England during the 1920s display a deftly honed modern aesthetic. 

Layers of muted colors, beautifully articulated surfaces, an emphasis on fluid lines, and carefully 

crafted spaces and planes impart a charged atmosphere that emotionally locate her lone subjects 

between isolation and independence. 

 

 

Peter (A Young English Girl)  

1923–24 

oil on canvas 

Peter depicts British painter Hannah Gluckstein, heir to a catering empire who adopted the 

genderless professional name Gluck in the early 1920s. By the time Brooks met her at one of 

Natalie Barney’s literary salons, Gluckstein had begun using the name Peyter (Peter) Gluck. She 

unapologetically wore men’s suits and fedoras, clearly asserting the association between androgyny 

and lesbian identity. Brooks’s carefully nuanced palette and quiet, empty space produced an image 

of refined and austere modernity.  
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Una, Lady Troubridge  

1924 

oil on canvas 

Una Troubridge was a British aristocrat, literary translator, and the lover of Radclyffe Hall, author 

of the 1928 pathbreaking lesbian novel, The Well of Loneliness. Troubridge appears with a sense of 

formality and importance typical of upper-class portraiture, but with the sitter’s prized dachshunds 

in place of the traditional hunting dog. Troubridge’s impeccably tailored clothing, cravat, and 

bobbed hair convey the fashionable and daring androgyny associated with the so-called new 

woman. Her monocle suggested multiple symbolic associations to contemporary British audiences: 

it alluded to Troubridge’s upper-class status, her Englishness, her sense of rebellion, and possibly 

her lesbian identity. 
 
 

Renata Borgatti, au Piano 

1920 

oil on canvas 

Renata Borgatti, au Piano marked an important transition for Brooks. It is the earliest painting in 

which an identified female sitter displays an androgynous style that deliberately subverts gender 

norms and so inaugurates the artist’s exploration of heroic lesbian identity. Borgatti was a 

professional pianist with whom Brooks began a brief affair while living on the island of Capri. Here 

Brooks returned to the theme she explored in Le Piano, but now presented woman as the producer 

rather than consumer of musical artistry.  
 
 

Etude: Le Duc d’Albe 

1925 

oil on canvas 

Brooks met the 17th Duke of Alba, Don Jacobo Fitz-James Stuart y Falcó, at the Czech resort town 

of Marienbad. She captured the duke’s aristocratic charm in her vigorous brushwork, the slightly 

lowered viewpoint, and his sidelong glance.  

 

 

Natalie Clifford Barney 

In 1916, Brooks met expatriate American writer Natalie Clifford Barney, with whom she sustained 

a deep personal and professional connection for the next five decades. Barney hosted the most 

progressive writers, intellectuals, and artists of the period at her famed Paris literary salon, which 

also attracted the community of financially and sexually independent women who shaped a new, 

visible lesbian identity in post-war Europe. Although their relationship was never monogamous—

both women had other lovers—it transformed Brooks’s life. The sitters in her portraits, including 

her own self-portrait, project an air of confidence absent in her earlier work, and Brooks handled 

both composition and paint with a new sureness. 
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Le Duc Uberto Strozzi 

1961 

oil on canvas 

Brooks met Uberto Strozzi, a descendant of the noble Renaissance Florentine family of art 

collectors and patrons, while living in Italy during World War II. In 1961, at the age of eighty-

seven, Brooks returned to painting after nearly thirty years to produce this final portrait of her 

longtime friend. The simple, monumental composition of the sitter in profile view, the nuanced 

gray tonalities, and delicately layered paint continue the artist’s lifelong commitment to creating 

strong and quietly elegant portraits in a spare visual style. The sketchiness of the surface, the duke’s 

slightly slumped pose, and the blurriness of his expression suggest a poignant mood of faded 

privilege, remembrance, and old age. 
 

 

 “No Pleasant Memories” 

Brooks produced these drawings while she was focused on her unpublished memoir, “No Pleasant 

Memories,” which chronicled her traumatic childhood and experiences with an abusive mother and 

mentally ill brother. Many of the images suggest autobiographical connections. Prominent among 

them are themes of captivity, struggle, entanglement, and exile that echo passages found in her 

manuscript. In a catalog essay for a 1935 exhibition of her drawings in Chicago, Brooks 

acknowledged the dichotomies of horror and humor, misery and beauty, and anger and 

contemplation that weave through these works. She also suggested their autobiographical origin and 

grounding in surrealist ideas. The drawings, she wrote, “evolve from the subconscious. . . . Whether 

inspired by laughter, philosophy, sadness or death, [each image is] imprisoned within the inevitable 

encircling line.”  

 

 

Drawings 

Brooks built her artistic reputation primarily around painting, but she also maintained a drawing 

practice throughout her career, and by the early 1930s devoted her attention almost entirely to 

drawing. This daring and psychologically complex body of images was influenced by her own 

life and inflected by the piercing internal fantasies and eccentric formal language associated with 

the emerging surrealist movement. Brooks executed the drawings with a fluid, continuous line 

that appears as though she rarely lifted the pencil from the paper or paused as she worked. The 

resulting images are not conventional narratives or illustrations of the existing world, but ideas, 

dreams, and emotional states embodied in archetypal figures.  
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